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I Fill up the blanks (10x1 =10)

1. Spray dryer uses as the heating mpdinm,
2. In belt drives, are placed for smooth operation.
3. The presence of solutes the boiling point.

foods are evaporated in forced convection evaporators.
5. 100% power transmission is not possible in belt drives due to
6. ^ freezers are used to produce IQF.
7. Failure of body due to varying loads is called
8. Nucleation process ___ ice crystal formation.
9. Highly viscous foods are evaporated in evanoratnr!?
10. Plenum chamber is used for. .

I Write short notes ANY FIVE (5x2=10)
1. Processing vats
2. Freezers.

3. Baking oven

4. Extrusion

5. Roller dryers.
6. Vacuum packaging.
7. Falling film evaporator.

I. Explain ANY FIVE of the following (5x4 =20)
1. Explain the factors to be considered in design of coolers.
2. Write a note on pulping and extraaion equipments.
3. V^rite about the classical and practical layout.
4. What are the machineries used for size reduction.
5. Explain factors to be considered on selection of dryers.
6. Derive an expression for mass and enthalpy balance in double effect evaporator.
7. uiscuss tne construaion and design of pressure vessels.
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IV. Write essay on ANY ONE

1. A rotary counter current drver is fpH with ̂  j (1 x 10 10)
.... ,1 diX„ Tr « •-
21°C and leaves at 65°C NpoI f ^ 8 8 o diy air. The matenal enters at
through the dtyerand hutnMhy ofaTL^
and water vapour are 0.4S ,0.24 and 0.48 respectively." ^ ̂

2. Calculate the steam requirement for double effect forward fcad
the Uquid food from 11% total solids to 50% total solids The b "ncentrate
second effect tahes place under vacuum at 70«C. ZlZfr T
effect at 198.5 kPa. The overaU heal transfer coefficient in fust eff
the second effect fr 800 Wfm>.. The speciffc heat of h^rf
respect,vely at inltiai intermediate and final concentrations: Assume'thl a^^! ̂
temperature gradient are equal in each effect.




